## Notes:

This is only one possible path one might take to the completion of a major in REES, and it reflects a focus on Russia.

There are many courses related to the region than can be applied to the major, including the History of Poland and the History of the Holocaust.

Students who spend a semester or more abroad can apply some of those credits to the major requirements as well.

Major = 30 credits including:

* Two courses from ANTH 151, HST 114, HST 137, HST 138, EC 011 or 012, POLS 172, WLIT 118.

** Two courses at the 100-level or above in Russian.

Six additional courses with Russian and East European content from GRS 091*Russia*(recommended), ANTH 151; EC 116; HST 111, 114, 115, 137, 138, 139, 190, 237, 238; POLS 172, 272; WLIT 018, 118

Distribution Requirements: B.A. degrees in the College of Arts and Sciences require completion of 7 distribution categories:

- Fine Arts: one 3-credit course in a fine arts discipline
- Foreign Language: two 3-credit courses in the same foreign language
- Humanities: two 3-credit courses in a humanities discipline
- Natural Sciences: two courses from specific departments; one course must include a lab
- Literature: one 3-credit course in literature
- Mathematical Sciences: one math course number 17 or higher, or Statistics 51 or higher, or Computer Science 008 or higher, or Philosophy 13.
- Social Sciences: Two 3-credit courses in social science disciplines

## General Requirements:

- One Diversity Category 1 course – minimum 3 credits
- One Diversity Category 2 course from list of D2 Non-European Cultures courses – minimum 3 credits
- One Sustainability Category course - minimum 3 credits
- One Writing and Information Literacy course– minimum 3 credits

> A TAP course will satisfy UVM’s Writing and Information Literacy requirement and might also count toward a distribution.

>>> Sustainability courses and Diversity courses might also count toward a distribution.
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